
 

 

 بارم متن سئوال ردیف

1 A: Spelling 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate letters. (2 points) 

A: The transl—t—r will accept it. I’m sure he agrees with us a hundred p—r—ent. 

B: De—f people use si—n lang—age to communicate with others. 

C: I visited some fore——ners in Milad Tower but couldn’t see the d—f—eren—. 

D: He learned English in a language inst—t—te when I was in univer—ity. 
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2-1 B: Vocabulary 

Fill in the blanks with the words in the box. (One extra word). (4 points) 

absolutely, culture, honest, measure, make up, meet, popular, ranges, valuables 

1. It’s ________ impossible to work with all this noise in the factory. 

2. I am going to ask you a question, and I want you to be ________ with me. 

3. This instrument can ______ the gases responsible for ozone layer destruction. 

4. She gave me some advice to put my ________ in the safe in the bank. 

5. Computers are wonderful inventions. They are very ________ these days. 

6. When learning a language, we become familiar with the ______ of its speaker. 

7. This type of computer is so slow and small that can't ________ our needs. 

8. The temperature in Khuzestan ____ from 53 to 35 degrees during the summer. 
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2-2 Fill in the blanks with proper words. (3 points)  

9. The prices of the clothes in this store ________ according to their sizes. 

01. She has lived in France so she can speak French ________. 

00. How do you ________ your weight?  -  By using a scale 

21. ________ the fact that it was Friday, the supermarket was very crowded. 

01. The doctor said my mother problem was more ________ than physical. 

01. Are there any ticket still _______ for the concert in Milad Tower on Sunday? 
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2-3 Choose the odd one out (2 points) 

15.  a) population  b) region  c) continent  d) village  

16.  a) e-mail               b) cell phone       c) message       d) letter 

17.  a) century  b) continent c) country d) city 

18.  a) respect b) imagine  c) think d) suppose 
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2-4 Match the two parts. (2 points)  

11. To form a picture of something or somebody in the mind. a) besides  

22. Without worry.     b) calm 

21. A person who asks different questions especially for a job. c) despite  
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22. Without taking any notice of                                                           d) imagine 

                                                                                                  e) interviewer 

2-5 Choose the best answer. (2 points)    

23. All languages are really _____ without their differences. 

 a) possible  b) imagine  c) valuable  d) native 

24. A group of students did research into the roles of religion in today’s ___. 

 a) society  b) continent  c) difference  d) 

population 

25. As we get older, we lose the _____ to remember things for a long time.  

 a) knowledge  b) experience  c) explanation  d) ability 

26. In our new spring collection, dress sizes ____ from small to extra-large. 

 a) exchange b) notice c) vary d) seek 
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2-6 Write the synonym of the underlined words. (2 points) 

27. This book is not available now. ________       

28. My favorite language is absolutely my mother tongue. ________   

21. Language vary greatly from region to region. ________       

32. If you want to improve your English, You should know some hints. ________                              
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3-1 C: Grammar 

Choose the best answer. (2.2 points)    
33. _______ information does your boss need? To begin the project? 

 a) How much  b) How far  c) How many  d) How long 

32. A: How many people were at the game last night? 

     B: Almost none. ______ people want to watch a team that always loses. 

 a) Few  b) Some  c) Much  d) So many 

33. There is lots of _______ in the fridge but only few ________. 

 a) fruit/ vegetable   b) fruit/ vegetables   

 c) fruits/ vegetables  d) fruits/ vegetable 

34. Which sentence is NOT grammatically correct? 

 a) Our teacher gave us some homework yesterday. 

 b) The weather here is very dry in summer. There is very little rain. 

 c) Thomas read a few interesting books last month. 

 d) "When did Sarah go out?" "A little minute ago." 

32. New York is a very modern city. There are almost very ________.  

 a) a few buildings old  b) little old building  

 c) few old buildings   d) a little building old 
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3-2 Make a sentence with the words given in each group. (2 points) 

13. they/ some/ loaves/ a few/ of/ breakfast/ ate/ bread/ and/ milk/ for/ . 

13. respect / the languages / we / all / cultures / should / and / .    
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3-3 Find the mistakes in the following sentences and correct them. (2 points) 

13. Decide how many time a week you are going to study. ______ 

13. You should read a little books. ______ 

11. “Would you like some soup?"       "Yes, a few, please.” ______ 

10. There are a lot of milk but there aren't many bananas. ______ 
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3-4 Write the appropriate form of each noun. (4 points) 

24. I have some ____ (relative) in this city living in a very small _____. (house)  

11. There are a lot of ____ (person) interested in living in a very small _____. 
                                                                                   (flat)        
11. Sarah has a few ____ (child) at home, but she doesn't have much ____ (time)  

       to talk to them.  

14. My mother bought a few ____ (cookie) and some ____ (sugar) at the market. 
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3-5 Make a question for the words in following sentences. (2 points) 

64. The travel agent gave us some information about Belgium.  

74. I am going to leave on Friday.  
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3-6 Look at the pictures and place the correct quantifier for each words. (3.2 point) 

                                             

13. A _______ of rice.     41. A _______ of ham.    52. Two _______ of bread                                                                          
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3-7 Look at the pictures & answer the questions. (2 points) 

 15.                       15.  

15. How much watermelon do you like to eat?                       

14. How much honey is there in the picture?        
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4 Pronunciation 

Which syllable is stressed in the following numbers? (3 point) 

15. My sister will be seventeen years old next summer. 

12. My younger sister has forty storybooks.  
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5-1 Reading Comprehension 

Cloze Test (2 point) 

      An endangered language is a language that has a few speakers. Nowadays, 

many languages are (55) ________ their native speakers. When a language 
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dies, the knowledge and culture (55) ________ with it. A lot of endangered 

languages are in Oceania and South America. Some of them are in Asia and 

Africa. The number of (55) ________ languages of the world is around 5777, 

and many of them may not exist in future. Many researchers are trying to (55) 

________ endangered languages. This can save a lot of information and cultural 

values of people around the world. 

55.  a) losing             b) existing             c) exchanging           d) keeping 

55.  a) notice            b) experience        c) pick                      d) disappear 

55.  a) sign                b) dead                 c) live                       d) deaf 

55.  a) explain           b) imagine              c) protect                d) surf 
5-2 Read the text and answer the questions. (4 points) 

       My friend Sara knows four languages well. She has the ability to 

communicate with people of other countries. Her mother tongue is Turkish. She 

speaks Persian perfectly. She learned English when she was a child at school 

and also in a language institute. 

      At the age of 81, when she went to university she decided to learn French. 

I can speak English well, but I love to learn another new language. My favorite 

language is German.      

      She said that interest and hard work are very important in learning a new 

language. Sara told me to go to a language institute and also told me to buy a 

dictionary. So yesterday I went to buy a dictionary. It’s prices ranged from 

003.333 RLS to 003.333 RLS. The Prices varied from shop to shop. I bought a 

dictionary despite its high price. It was about 403.333 RLS. 

05. How can Sara speak Persian? 

03. Which factors have important roles in learning a new language?  

08. What did Sara tell the writer? 

 a) To buy a dictionary.  b) To learn a new language. 

 c) To go to a language institute. d) a & c 

06. Sara started learning French when she was ________. 

 a) a child  b) at school  c) in the university  d) at home 

00. I couldn’t buy the dictionary because of its high price.              True / False 

07. The prices of the dictionaries were different in the shops.         True / False 
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                                                                     Good Luck 
 

 

 


